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Visualizing Human Biology
Exam Prep Flash Cards for Gunstreams Anatomy and
Physiology
Wring more out of the data with a scientific approach toanalysis Graph Analysis
and Visualization brings graph theory outof the lab and into the real world. Using
sophisticated methods andtools that span analysis functions, this guide shows you
how toexploit graph and network analytic techniques to enable thediscovery of
new business insights and opportunities. Published infull color, the book describes
the process of creating powerfulvisualizations using a rich and engaging set of
examples fromsports, finance, marketing, security, social media, and more. Youwill
find practical guidance toward pattern identification andusing various data
sources, including Big Data, plus clearinstruction on the use of software and
programming. The companionwebsite offers data sets, full code examples in
Python, and linksto all the tools covered in the book. Science has already reaped
the benefit of network and graphtheory, which has powered breakthroughs in
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physics, economics,genetics, and more. This book brings those proven techniques
intothe world of business, finance, strategy, and design, helpingextract more
information from data and better communicate theresults to decision-makers.
Study graphical examples of networks using clear and insightfulvisualizations
Analyze specifically-curated, easy-to-use data sets fromvarious industries Learn
the software tools and programming languages that extractinsights from data
Code examples using the popular Python programminglanguage There is a
tremendous body of scientific work on network andgraph theory, but very little of it
directly applies to analystfunctions outside of the core sciences – until now.
Writtenfor those seeking empirically based, systematic analysis methodsand
powerful tools that apply outside the lab, Graph Analysisand Visualization is a
thorough, authoritative resource.

Visualizing Everyday Chemistry
A fresh look at visualization from the author of Visualize This Whether it's statistical
charts, geographic maps, or the snappy graphical statistics you see on your
favorite news sites, the art of data graphics or visualization is fast becoming a
movement of its own. In Data Points: Visualization That Means Something, author
Nathan Yau presents an intriguing complement to his bestseller Visualize This, this
time focusing on the graphics side of data analysis. Using examples from art,
design, business, statistics, cartography, and online media, he explores both
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standard-and not so standard-concepts and ideas about illustrating data. Shares
intriguing ideas from Nathan Yau, author of Visualize This and creator of
flowingdata.com, with over 66,000 subscribers Focuses on visualization, data
graphics that help viewers see trends and patterns they might not otherwise see in
a table Includes examples from the author's own illustrations, as well as from
professionals in statistics, art, design, business, computer science, cartography,
and more Examines standard rules across all visualization applications, then
explores when and where you can break those rules Create visualizations that
register at all levels, with Data Points: Visualization That Means Something.

Visualizing Geology, 4th Edition
Visualizing Human Biology Lab Manual provides 18 labs specifically designed for
the non-majors biology student, each of which engages students by focusing on
the structure and function of each persons own unique body. The lab manual
includes key experiments with step-by-step visual guides and more interesting,
real world topics to connect with students diverse experiences. Visuals are used to
teach and explain, not just illustrate, and students with varied learning styles will
be engaged. The applications of common laboratory techniques in science,
medicine, and everyday life are also explored in each lab topic.
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Visualizing Earth Science, 1st Edition
Fundamentals of Anatomy & Physiology helps students succeed in the challenging
A&P course with an easy-to-understand narrative, precise visuals, and steadfast
accuracy. With the 11th Edition, the author team draws from recent research
exploring how students use and digest visual information to help students use art
more effectively to learn A&P. This book will encourage students to view and
consider figures in the textbook, and new narrated videos guide students through
complex physiology figures to help them deconstruct and better understand
complicated processes.

Visualizing Muscles
Examines surface anatomy through the use of a model in poses both nude and
with his body painted to illustrate the various muscles of the body

Visualizing Anatomy and Physiology
Neuroscience is, by definition, a multidisciplinary field: some scientists study genes
and proteins at the molecular level while others study neural circuitry using
electrophysiology and high-resolution optics. A single topic can be studied using
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techniques from genetics, imaging, biochemistry, or electrophysiology. Therefore,
it can be daunting for young scientists or anyone new to neuroscience to learn how
to read the primary literature and develop their own experiments. This volume
addresses that gap, gathering multidisciplinary knowledge and providing tools for
understanding the neuroscience techniques that are essential to the field, and
allowing the reader to design experiments in a variety of neuroscience disciplines.
Written to provide a "hands-on" approach for graduate students, postdocs, or
anyone new to the neurosciences Techniques within one field are compared,
allowing readers to select the best techniques for their own work Includes key
articles, books, and protocols for additional detailed study Data analysis boxes in
each chapter help with data interpretation and offer guidelines on how best to
represent results Walk-through boxes guide readers step-by-step through
experiments

Exam Prep for: Visualizing Anatomy & Physiology
Interactive Data Visualization
This full-colour atlas is designed for all students taking either separate or
integrated courses in physiology and/or anatomy. The atlas can accompany or
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augment any human anatomy, human physiology or combined textbook, and
should be of particular use in a laboratory situation, where it can stand alone as a
laboratory manual.

A Photographic Atlas for the Anatomy and Physiology
Laboratory
A fresh take on financial data visualization for greater accuracy and understanding
Your data provides a snapshot of the state of your business and is key to the
success of your conversations, decisions, and communications. But all of that
communication is lost — or incorrectly interpreted — without proper data
visualizations that provide context and accurate representation of the numbers. In
Visualizing Financial Data, authors Julie Rodriguez and Piotr Kaczmarek draw upon
their understanding of information design and visual communication to show you
how to turn your raw data into meaningful information. Coverage includes current
conventions paired with innovative visualizations that cater to the unique
requirements across financial domains, including investment management,
financial accounting, regulatory reporting, sales, and marketing communications.
Presented as a series of case studies, this highly visual guide presents problems
and solutions in the context of real-world scenarios. With over 250 visualizations,
you’ll have access to relevant examples that serve as a starting point to your
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implementations. • Expand the boundaries of data visualization conventions and
learn new approaches to traditional charts and graphs • Optimize data
communications that cater to you and your audience • Provide clarity to maximize
understanding • Solve data presentation problems using efficient visualization
techniques • Use the provided companion website to follow along with examples
The companion website gives you the illustration files and the source data sets,
and points you to the types of resources you need to get started.

Visualizing Anatomy and Physiology with Wrk Generic Reg Card
Anatomy and Physiology
Researchers and educators agree that it takes more than academic knowledge to
be prepared for college—intrapersonal competencies like conscientiousness have
been proven to be strong determinants of success. WileyPLUS Learning Space for
Anatomy & Physiology helps you identify students’ proficiency early in the
semester and intervene as needed. Developed for the two-semester course,
Anatomy & Physiology is focused on aiding critical thinking, conceptual
understanding, and application of knowledge. Real-life clinical stories allow for a
richer investigation of content, ensuring that students understand the relevance to
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their lives and future careers.

Clinical Anatomy of the Cranial Nerves
Atlas of the Anatomy of Dolphins and Whales
Clinical Anatomy of the Cranial Nerves combines anatomical knowledge, pathology,
clinical examination, and explanation of clinical findings, drawing together material
typically scattered throughout anatomical textbooks. All of the pertinent
anatomical topics are conveniently organized to instruct on anatomy, but also on
how to examine the functioning of this anatomy in the patient. Providing a clear
and succinct presentation of the underlying anatomy, with directly related
applications of the anatomy to clinical examination, the book also provides unique
images of anatomical structures of plastinated cadaveric dissections. These images
are the only ones that exist in this form, and have been professionally produced in
the Laboratory of Human Anatomy, University of Glasgow under the auspices of
the author. These specimens offer a novel way of visualizing the cranial nerves and
related important anatomical structures. Anatomy of cranial nerves described in
text format with accompanying high-resolution images of professional, high-quality
prosected cadaveric material, demonstrating exactly what the structures (and
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related ones) look like Succinct yet comprehensive format with quick and easy
access to facts in clearly laid out key regions, common throughout the different
cranial nerves Includes clinical examination and related pathologies, featuring
diagnostic summaries of potential clinical presentations and clinically relevant
questions on the anatomy of these nerves

Guide to Research Techniques in Neuroscience
Visualizing Environmental Science
Visualizing Geology, 4th Edition introduces students to geology and Earth system
science through the distinctive mode of visual learning that is the hallmark of the
Wiley Visualizing series. Readers learn that the geologic features we see and
experience result from interactions among three grand cycles, which extend from
Earths core to the fringes of our atmosphere: the tectonic cycle, the rock cycle,
and the water cycle.

Anatomy and Physiology
Visualizing Everyday Chemistry is for a one-semester course dedicated to
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introducing chemistry to non-science students. It shows what chemistry is and
what it does, by integrating words with powerful and compelling visuals and
learning aids. With this approach, students not only learn the basic principles of
chemistry but see how chemistry impacts their lives and society. The goal of
Visualizing Everyday Chemistry is to show students that chemistry is important and
relevant, not because we say it is but because they see it is.

The Big Book of Dashboards
Data-Driven Security
Visualizing Nutrition, Loose-Leaf Print Companion
Visualizing Microbiology, 1st Edition provides an introduction to microbiology for
students who require the basic fundamentals of microbiology as a requirement for
their major or course of study. The unique visual pedagogy of the Visualizing series
provides a powerful combination of content, visuals, multimedia and videos ideal
for microbiology. A dynamic learning platform encouraging engagement with real
clinical content, Visualizing Microbiology also brings the narrative to life with
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integrated multimedia helping students see and understand the unseen in the
world of microbiology.

Visualizing Human Biology Lab Manual
Visualizing Physical Geography employs uniquely designed visual pedgagogy to
help students acquire the skills they need to become better learners. The 2nd
edition has refined and expanded the visuals using insights from research on
student outcomes. The Visualizing approach uses a variety of research-based
visuals to engage students so they become active participants in the learning
process. Visualizing Physical Geography immerses students in course material
through visuals (both in print and rich multimedia resources) while organizing
complex processes and related course information into easily digestible segments.
Visualizing Physical Geography is a comprehensive, modern book for today's
physical geography course. With current examples, thorough coverage of
geographers tools and technology, and a visual design that is accessible without
sacrificing content, it is a title that will appeal to a broad range of instructors. The
narrative and concepts are tightly linked to visual elements, including practical
examples that highlight the relevance of the concepts. Maps are integrated
throughout to help reveal patterns or trends. Divergent views and critical thinking
are emphasized. Photographs and other visuals are also included to reinforce the
concepts.
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Exam Prep for: Visualizing Anatomy and Physiology +
Known for its clear descriptions and art program, this lab manual examines every
structure and function of the human body. It features dissection of the cat,
numerous physiological experiments, and an emphasis on the study of anatomy
through histology. In addition to a large variety of illustrations, helpful learning
support includes lists of appropriate terms accompanying art, numerous
photomicrographs and specimen photos, phonetic pronunciations and derivations
of terms, diagrams of lab equipment, and lab report questions and report
templates. An instructor's guide is available and provides detailed information for
instructors about needed materials, suggestions, and answers to questions.
Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product description or the
product text may not be available in the ebook version.

Anatomy and Physiology
Visualizing Human Biology is a visual exploration of the major concepts of biology
using the human body as the context. Students are engaged in scientific
exploration and critical thinking in this product specially designed for non-science
majors. Topics covered include an overview of human anatomy and physiology,
nutrition, immunity and disease, cancer biology, and genetics. The aim of
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Visualizing Human Biology is a greater understanding, appreciation and working
knowledge of biology as well as an enhanced ability to make healthy choices and
informed healthcare decisions.

Visualizing Anatomy and Physiology 1E with Powerphys 3. 0
Password Card Real Anatomy 2E Rc and WileyPlus Blackboard
Card Set
Uncover hidden patterns of data and respond withcountermeasures Security
professionals need all the tools at their disposal toincrease their visibility in order
to prevent security breaches andattacks. This careful guide explores two of the
most powerful data analysis and visualization. You'll soon understand how
toharness and wield data, from collection and storage to managementand analysis
as well as visualization and presentation. Using ahands-on approach with realworld examples, this book shows you howto gather feedback, measure the
effectiveness of your securitymethods, and make better decisions. Everything in
this book will have practical application forinformation security professionals. Helps
IT and security professionals understand and use data, sothey can thwart attacks
and understand and visualizevulnerabilities in their networks Includes more than a
dozen real-world examples and hands-onexercises that demonstrate how to
analyze security data andintelligence and translate that information into
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visualizationsthat make plain how to prevent attacks Covers topics such as how to
acquire and prepare security data,use simple statistical methods to detect
malware, predict roguebehavior, correlate security events, and more Written by a
team of well-known experts in the field ofsecurity and data analysis Lock down
your networks, prevent hacks, and thwart malware byimproving visibility into the
environment, all through the power ofdata and Security Using Data Analysis,
Visualization, andDashboards.

Visualizing Anatomy and Physiology
Visualizing Nutrition teaches students to identify and connect the central elements
of nutritional science using a visual approach. As students explore important
nutrition topics, they are immersed in content that not only provides scientific
understanding, but demonstrates relevance to their personal lives. Students are
challenged and taught the decision-making skills needed to navigate the countless
choices they will face in promoting their good health and preventing disease.
Visualizing Nutrition's critical thinking approach with a solid underpinning of the
scientific process empowers students to be knowledgeable consumers when faced
with decisions about what to eat.

Exam Ref 70-778 Analyzing and Visualizing Data by Using
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Microsoft Power BI
The definitive reference book with real-world solutions you won't find anywhere
else The Big Book of Dashboards presents a comprehensive reference for those
tasked with building or overseeing the development of business dashboards.
Comprising dozens of examples that address different industries and departments
(healthcare, transportation, finance, human resources, marketing, customer
service, sports, etc.) and different platforms (print, desktop, tablet, smartphone,
and conference room display) The Big Book of Dashboards is the only book that
matches great dashboards with real-world business scenarios. By organizing the
book based on these scenarios and offering practical and effective visualization
examples, The Big Book of Dashboards will be the trusted resource that you open
when you need to build an effective business dashboard. In addition to the
scenarios there's an entire section of the book that is devoted to addressing many
practical and psychological factors you will encounter in your work. It's great to
have theory and evidenced-based research at your disposal, but what will you do
when somebody asks you to make your dashboard 'cooler' by adding packed
bubbles and donut charts? The expert authors have a combined 30-plus years of
hands-on experience helping people in hundreds of organizations build effective
visualizations. They have fought many 'best practices' battles and having endured
bring an uncommon empathy to help you, the reader of this book, survive and
thrive in the data visualization world. A well-designed dashboard can point out
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risks, opportunities, and more; but common challenges and misconceptions can
make your dashboard useless at best, and misleading at worst. The Big Book of
Dashboards gives you the tools, guidance, and models you need to produce great
dashboards that inform, enlighten, and engage.

Visualizing Human Geography
Prepare for Microsoft Exam 70-778–and help demonstrate your real-world mastery
of Power BI data analysis and visualization. Designed for experienced BI
professionals and data analysts ready to advance their status, Exam Ref focuses
on the critical thinking and decision-making acumen needed for success at the
MCSA level. Focus on the expertise measured by these objectives: Consume and
transform data by using Power BI Desktop Model and visualize data Configure
dashboards, reports, and apps in the Power BI Service This Microsoft Exam Ref:
Organizes its coverage by exam objectives Features strategic, what-if scenarios to
challenge you Assumes you have experience consuming and transforming data,
modeling and visualizing data, and configuring dashboards using Excel and Power
BI

Graph Analysis and Visualization
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The goal of Visualizing Elementary and Middle School Mathematics Methods is to
teach mathematics in a way that excites and motivates readers, with an accessible
format that serves as an introduction to the teaching of mathematics. This text, in
partnership with National Geographic, is designed to present mathematics content
and pedagogy in a fresh new way. This unique approach, while maintaining
necessary rigor, provides the opportunity to set aside previous beliefs about
mathematics and to learn concepts and pedagogy from a new perspective. The
structure of Visualizing Elementary and Middle School Mathematics Methods is
similar to the format of other methods texts, however, it has many unique features
that are designed to be engaging and make the text relevant for readers. It begins
with a brief summary of the history of mathematics. Diversity is integrated into the
content of every chapter, through Multicultural Perspectives in Mathematics.
Several chapters include Virtual Classroom Observation Videos.

Visualizing Physical Geography, 2nd Edition
Data Points
The Visual Analogy Guides to Human Anatomy & Physiology, 3e is an affordable
and effective study aid for students enrolled in an introductory anatomy and
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physiology sequence of courses. This book uses visual analogies to assist the
student in learning the details of human anatomy and physiology. Using these
analogies, students can take things they already know from experiences in
everyday life and apply them to anatomical structures and physiological concepts
with which they are unfamiliar. The study guide offers a variety of learning
activities for students such as, labeling diagrams, creating their own drawings, or
coloring existing black-and-white illustrations to better understand the material
presented.

A Visual Analogy Guide to Human Anatomy & Physiology
The 5th Edition of Visualizing Environmental Science provides students with a
valuable opportunity to identify and connect the central issues of environmental
science through a visual approach. Beautifully illustrated, this fifth edition shows
students what the discipline is all about—its main concepts and applications—while
also instilling an appreciation and excitement about the richness of the subject.
This edition is thoroughly refined and expanded; the visuals utilize insights from
research on student learning and feedback from users.

Visualizing Disease
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Atlas of the Anatomy of Dolphins and Whales is a detailed, fully illustrated atlas on
the anatomy and morphology of toothed and whalebone whales. The book provides
basic knowledge on anatomical structures, in particular, soft tissues, and functions
as a standalone reference work for dissecting rooms and labs, and for those
sampling stranded and by-caught dolphins in the field. As a companion and
supplement to Anatomy of Dolphins: Insights into Body Structure and Function, this
atlas will be of great interest to the scientific community, including veterinarians
and biologists, as a book of reference. With a modern approach to dolphin anatomy
and morphology, this atlas provides the extensive knowledge necessary to
practitioners and theoretical scientists such as evolutionary biologists. The
conceptual clarity, precision, and comprehensive and updated display of the
topographical anatomy of the body of cetaceans in the atlas support and illustrate
the authors’ related work, serving as a comprehensive reference for those who are
more specifically interested in the details of the anatomy and morphology of
porpoises, dolphins and whales. Offers a single reference source and useful
teaching tool for visualizing the integrated body and its components Functions as a
helpful method for demonstrating the animal’s anatomy prior to dissection, and for
teaching topographic and comparative anatomy Provides a unique and
authoritative resource that explicitly relates the gross and microscopic anatomy of
cetacean organs and tissues The prenatal development of dolphins is largely
achieved
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Portraits of the Mind
Anatomy and physiology is designed for the two-semester anatomy and physiology
course taken by life science and allied health students.

Fundamentals of Anatomy and Physiology (Hardback), Global
Edition
Visualizing Earth Science relies heavily on rich visuals to expand on concepts for
students and solidify their understanding of them. This accessible format, coupled
with the assumption that students have little knowledge of earth science, allows
students to navigate through the material with greater ease the goal being to help
them understand the world around them and interpret what they see in a
meaningful, accurate and exciting way. Authors Zeeya Merali and Brian Skinner
focus on visual learning in their debut of their first edition, Visualizing Earth
Science. This text weaves illustrated timelines throughout to exemplify how
concepts fit together and develop over time. Students will quickly learn difficult
concepts with this innovative, visual approach.

Update: Laboratory Exercises in Anatomy and Physiology with
Cat Dissections
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Portraits of the Mind follows the fascinating history of our exploration of the brain
through images, from medieval sketches and 19th-century drawings by the
founder of modern neuroscience to images produced using state-of-the-art
techniques, allowing us to see the fantastic networks in the brain as never before.
These black-and-white and vibrantly colored images, many resembling abstract
art, are employed daily by scientists around the world, but most have never before
been seen by the general public. Each chapter addresses a different set of
techniques for studying the brain as revealed through the images, and each is
introduced by a leading scientist in that field of study. Author Carl Schoonover’s
captions provide detailed explanations of each image as well as the major insights
gained by scientists over the course of the past 20 years. Accessible to a wide
audience, this book reveals the elegant methods applied to study the mind, giving
readers a peek at its innermost workings, helping us to understand them, and
offering clues about what may lie ahead. Praise for Portraits of the Mind: "An
odyssey through the brain, illuminated by a rainbow" --New York Times "Stunning
images" --Scientific American "The collection of images in the new book Portraits of
the Mind is truly impressive . . . The mix of history, science and art is terrific."
-Wired.com "History, science, and art come together to provide a unique
perspective on what's going on upstairs." --New Yorker.com "No knowledge of the
source or subject matter of these images is necessary; the book is justified by their
beauty alone." --Science "A remarkable new book" - -Discover.com "John Keats's
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insistence that truth is beauty is exemplified by Carl Schoonover's wonderful book
Portraits of the Mind. Since one cannot understand the present without examining
the past, this book offers a delightful and instructive way of accomplishing just
that. I enthusiastically recommend this beautiful book both to students of brain
science and to lovers of art." -Eric R. Kandel, MD, Nobel Prize in Physiology or
Medicine, 2000; University Professor at Columbia; Fred Kavli Professor and
Director, Kavli Institute for Brain Science; Senior Investigator at the Howard
Hughes Medical Institute; and author of In Search of Memory: The Emergence of a
New Science of Mind "Portraits of the Mind achieves a rare combination of beauty
and knowledge. Its images of the brain are mesmerizing, from medieval
engravings to modern visualizations as gorgeously abstract as anything by Rothko
or de Kooning. And in explaining the nature of these images, this book also delivers
an enlightening, up-to-date history of neuroscience." -Carl Zimmer, author of Soul
Made Flesh: The Discovery of the Brain-and How It Changed the World and The
Mind's Eye Goes Blind: Fifteen Journeys Through the Brain "Portraits of the Mind is
a remarkable book that combines beautifully reproduced illustrations of the
nervous system as it has been visualized over the centuries, as well as lively and
authoritative commentaries by some of today's leading neuroscientists. It will be
enjoyed by professionals and general readers alike." --Dale Purves, MD, Professor
of Neurobiology, Psychology and Neuroscience; and Philosophy at Duke University

The Sourcebook for Teaching Science, Grades 6-12
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Visualization is the process of representing data, information, and knowledge in a
visual form to support the tasks of exploration, confirmation, presentation, and
understanding. This book is designed as a textbook for students, researchers,
analysts, professionals, and designers of visualization techniques, tools, and
systems. It covers the full spectrum of the field, including mathematical and
analytical aspects, ranging from its foundations to human visual perception; from
coded algorithms for different types of data, information and tasks to the design
and evaluation of new visualization techniques. Sample programs are provided as
starting points for building one's own visualization tools. Numerous data sets have
been made available that highlight different application areas and allow readers to
evaluate the strengths and weaknesses of different visualization methods.
Exercises, programming projects, and related readings are given for each chapter.
The book concludes with an examination of several existing visualization systems
and projections on the future of the field.

Exam Prep for: Visualizing Anatomy and Physiology
Visualizing Human Geography: At Home in a Diverse World, Second Edition
maximizes the use of photographs, maps and illustrations to bring the colorful
diversity of Human cultures, political systems, food production, and migration into
the undergraduate classroom. This text provides readers with an exciting approach
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to the subject, allowing them to see Human Geography as a dynamic and growing
science and helping them move beyond the idea that geography is about
memorization. Unique presentation of visuals facilitates reflection on the textual
content of this text, providing a clear path to the understanding of key concepts. In
its Second Edition, Visualizing Human Geography: At Home in a Diverse World
includes improved coverage of migration and industry and new animations to
support each chapter.

Visualizing Financial Data
Visualizing Anatomy and Physiology is a visually powerful textbook, illustrated for
maximum pedagogical effect, up-to-the-minute in all aspects of anatomical science
and physiology, that provides motivating and engaging content as well as clinical
and everyday relevance of the science of the discipline.

Visualizing Microbiology, Loose-Leaf Print Companion
Visual anatomy books have been a staple of medical practice and study since the
mid-sixteenth century. But the visual representation of diseased states followed a
very different pattern from anatomy, one we are only now beginning to investigate
and understand. With Visualizing Disease, Domenico Bertoloni Meli explores key
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questions in this domain, opening a new field of inquiry based on the analysis of a
rich body of arresting and intellectually challenging images reproduced here both
in black and white and in color. Starting in the Renaissance, Bertoloni Meli delves
into the wide range of figures involved in the early study and representation of
disease, including not just men of medicine, like anatomists, physicians, surgeons,
and pathologists, but also draftsmen and engravers. Pathological preparations
proved difficult to preserve and represent, and as Bertoloni Meli takes us through a
number of different cases from the Renaissance to the mid-nineteenth century, we
gain a new understanding of how knowledge of disease, interactions among
medical men and artists, and changes in the technologies of preservation and
representation of specimens interacted to slowly bring illustration into the medical
world.

Visualizing Elementary and Middle School Mathematics
Methods
A resource for middle and high school teachers offers activities, lesson plans,
experiments, demonstrations, and games for teaching physics, chemistry, biology,
and the earth and space sciences.
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